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made economically viable a restoration of the neohumanistic 
tradition which probably fulfilled the function of a simultaneous 
reaction to the educational ideology of the immediate past and 
to the educational strategies of the socialist f&-e ennemi. 
3. True enough, the innovations in mathematics teaching in 
the Third Reich were not of the sort considered by Steiner; 
apparently the main changes aimed at the integration of even 
elementary mathematics teaching in the global political design 
of Nazi society: "While mathematics teaching remained much as 
before, Nazi ideologists adroitly seized on the opportunity for 
subliminal conditioning presented by the wording of problems, so 
that a head for figures was now developed by questions about 
artillery trajectories, fighter-to-bomber ratios, and budget 
deficits accruing from the democratic pampering of hereditarily 
diseased families" [Grunberger 1974,367l. 
4. Only a paper by A. Z. Krygowska (pp. 19-39) represents 
points of view which are lately becoming current even in the West. 
However, as it stands it represents not the first beginning of 
later developments but rather the difference between the peda- 
gogical thinking of Socialist and Western countries in the mid- 
sixties, 
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From the introduction by the editor, Dalton Tarwater, we 
learn that the Mathematical Association of America commemorated 
the United States Bicentennial by sponsoring a series of lectures 
and panel discussions at its annual meeting in 1976 in San Antonio 
and this volume contains the proceedings (that is, with the ex- 
ception of Mark Kac's talk, "Probability Theory: Reflections on 
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the Past and Speculations on the Future," which was "unobtain- 
able"). Papers for the seven historical lectures take up 135 of the 
218 pages of text. The remainder of the text is devoted to four 
panel discussions on the topics: two-year college mathematics 
in 1976, mathematics in our culture, the teaching of mathematics 
in college, and the role of applications in the teaching of under- 
graduate mathematics. 
The combination of themes in this book fortuitously demon- 
strates how unrelated to mathematics the present state of the 
history of mathematics can be made to appear. There is scarcely 
any reference to the discipline of the history of mathematics in 
the panel discussions on topics evidently deemed worthy of at- 
tention by the mathematical community. There is Morris Kline's 
historically informed critique of mathematics education in the 
discussion on mathematics in our culture, but his argument that 
"the greatest threat to the life of mathematics is posed by the 
mathematicians" (p. 161) only emphasizes the dichotomy by pic- 
turing the contemporary mathematician as typically out of touch 
with his historical roots. S. K. Stein repeats essentially the 
same theme in his contribution to the panel on the role of ap- 
plications in the teaching of undergraduate mathematics when he 
says I "One department introduced a course on applications and a 
course on history, but few can teach the first and no one knows 
what to do in the second. Both are fundamentally guilt offerings 
to compensate for defects in the 'standard' courses" (p. 197). 
Even the seven historical papers can be divided by the usual 
boundary between historians and mathematicians that seems to 
be the current status quo: Dirk Struik and Judith Grabiner+ad- 
dress pre-1900 American mathematics while Garret Birkhoff, Paul 
R. Halmos et al., Mina Rees, R. W. Hamming, and Peter Lax have 
the more modern topics. These preliminary remarks on the book 
are not intended to point to anything wrong with it or with the 
M?U Bicentennial observation. In fact, it is part of the his- 
torical value of this collection that it faithfully--even if 
unwittingly--reflects and documents one aspect of the present 
relation between mathematics and its history. 
Taking up the historical papers, Dirk Struik's contribution, 
"Mathematics in Colonial America,ll was first published in the 
proceedings of the 1973 conference, Men and Institutions in 
American Mathematics, also edited by Tarwater, with others, and 
reviewed in HM 4, 464-465. (Kenneth 0. May, in his unpublished 
talk at this conference in Lubbock, Texas, conjectured that it 
was the first conference ever on the history of American mathe- 
matics.) "America," in Professor Struik's essay, is taken to 
include Canada and Mexico as well as the United States, and Pro- 
fessor Struik decides to take mathematics as a social phenomenon-- 
an aid to other sciences, a subject of education, and an influence 
on social groups. This approach is Professor Struik's forte as 
a historian, and his paper is a good introduction not only to the 
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subject but also to this method of doing history. Since Professor 
Struik's personal but well-known history involves an episode in 
what Peter Lax in his contribution (reviewed below) describes as 
"the McCarthy era and its effect on science," there is perhaps 
a poetic justice operating which has allowed us to have the bene- 
fit of Professor Struik's participation in this Bicentennial 
celebration. 
Judith Grabiner's principal research specialty has not been 
in the history of American mathematics (most recently it has 
been in the origin of the foundations of the calculus) but pro- 
bably no one could give a better survey than she has given here 
of the influences leading up to the beginning of the flowering of 
mathematics in the United States by about 1890. Her paper is 
entitled "Mathematics in America: The First Hundred Years." 
Anyone working in the history of early American mathematics is 
up against the same type of problem as that in the field of an- 
cient Greek mathematics. Source material is largely a known con- 
stant; there is precious little new original material lying dor- 
mant in archives that can be discovered, or rediscovered. Hence, 
any historian taking up the question of the state of American 
mathematics before 1890 must rely on the same secondary sources 
by Florian Cajori and D. E. Smith which Professor Grabiner uses. 
The references to more recent works by Nathan Reingold, I. B. 
Cohen, R. V. Bruce, and George Daniels back up statements that, 
though relevant, are not specific to mathematics. Of course, 
there are few big names in the period to write about--Benjamin 
Peirce and Nathaniel Bowditch are the principal ones--but it is 
precisely this that makes the important question, as Professor 
Grabiner puts it, "How did what happened from 1776-1876 produce 
an American mathematics respectable by international standards 
by the end of the nineteenth century?" There may never be a 
completely satisfying answer, but the indications which Professor 
Grabiner provides are that it lies in the school, college, and 
university population which collectively appears largely anony- 
mous to us today. However, when Professor Grabiner describes 
the culmination of this period in the University of Chicago school 
of E. H. Moore and lists such students of his as L. E. Dickson, 
0. Veblen, G. A. Bliss, G. D. Birkhoff, and R. 1,. Moore, then 
their lineage leading up to Chicago becomes of interest. This 
topic is not in the time period of Professor Grabiner's paper, 
but Garrett Birkhoff's paper immediately following, which is os- 
tensibly devoted to these and other mathematicians, does not go 
into their backgrounds either. One example of an interesting 
lineage is that of two of these Chicago graduates, L. E. Dickson 
and R. L. Moore, who were students of George Bruce Halsted at 
Texas (mentioned by Birkhoff as a possible influence in H. B. 
Fine's taking up mathematics at Princeton), who was, in turn, a 
student of J. J. Sylvester at Johns Hopkins University. There 
may well be other interesting connections between the legendary 
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and prominent mathematicians of the time, but it would be inte- 
resting to know the mathematical origins, however humble, of each 
member of the Chicago group. 
Birkhoff in his paper chronicles rather than analyzes the 
more modern period, as his title, "Some Leaders in American Mathe- 
matics: 1891-1941," confirms. The facts and figures given are 
mainly from secondary sources; most seem to come from the bio- 
graphical sketches of presidents of the American Mathematical 
Society in R. C. Archibald's A Semicentennial History of the 
American Mathematical Society: 1888-1938,[1938]. Thus, the his- 
torical value of Professor Birkhoff's contribution lies mainly 
in the hitherto unpublished information about his father, the 
most prominent American mathematician of his time, George David 
Birkhoff, and the contemporaneous Harvard community. He empha- 
sizes the "human aspects" of his father's career since he does 
"not plan to publish any other reminiscences about G. D. Birkhoff." 
Professor Birkhoff's relatively lengthy paper (taking 40% of the 
space devoted to the seven historical papers) touches on what 
must be almost all the well-known names and the reasons why they 
are, or ought to be, well known. What might otherwise have been 
a dull recitation is made interesting by the frequent expression 
of Professor Birkhoff's personal knowledge of modern mathematics 
and mathematicians. 
For the most recent period the presentation becomes more 
mathematical, which is signaled by the proviso "we omit all 
proofs" at the beginning of the paper "American Mathematics from 
1940 to the Day before Yesterday." This was delivered as a talk 
by P. R. Halmos to what has been described as probably the largest 
audience ever to have attended a mathematical lecture, perhaps 
at least 3000. Here the authors are listed as J. H. Ewing, 
W. H. Gustafson, P. R. Halmos, S. H. Moolgavkar, W. H. Wheeler, 
and W. P. Ziemer; and the first footnote gives credit to eight 
additional mathematicians for advice, references, and encourage- 
ment. This contribution is expository rather than historical 
and its style (surely due to Professor Halmos) is comparable to 
E. T. Bell's in its combination of clarity and lightness. Because 
the authors deal exclusively with recent mathematics in which they 
have the authority of participants in its creation, and because 
full references are given to the mathematical literature discussed, 
this paper--with its survey of ten examples from the continuum 
hypothesis to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem--should prove use- 
ful for both mathematicians and historians. 
Mina Rees' paper is entitled "Mathematics and the Government: 
the Post-War Years as Augury of the Future." In the first para- 
graph she states, "I shall try to record some aspects of the 
government's activities and of mathematicians' responses to 
government overtures. . . . I shall record some of the ways in 
which government-supported research resulted in the flowering of 
new or previously neglected fields which, since the time of their 
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revival, have blossomed and become part of the familiar mathema- 
tical scene on college and university campuses" (p. 101). Al- 
though there are quotations from other sources (some not published 
before), this is essentially the personal account of the first 
head of the mathematics division of the Office of Naval-Research. 
Precisely because Professor Rees was thus in the middle of the 
subject of her paper, what she has to say is important and inter- 
esting. But perhaps for the same reason she may not be able to 
address certain questions concerning, for example, her own role, 
which a more objective historian would want to address. Most 
interested mathematicians and historians would surely agree that 
this subject--the nature of the radical transformation in mathe- 
matics research which World War II government subvention brought 
about--is too important to be left to the personal accounts of 
some of the participants. But no one else has yet taken it up. 
The Mathematical Association of America, however, is supporting a 
committee whose objective is to bring about the identification 
and, when needed, collection of the primary source material 
as well as participant accounts; its chairman is Professor G. 
Baley Price of the University of Kansas. 
In the middle of his paper on "The History of Computing in 
the United States" R. W. Hamming states, "There is a tendency 
for historians to concentrate on the hardware of computers. In 
my opinion this is the same mistake that is made by those who 
believe a book is its physical realization (hardware) rather than 
the ideas expressed therein" (p. 122). Without going into what 
some people may take "book" to mean, this comparision is so con- 
fusing (Are the ideas expressed in a book then analogous to com- 
puter software?) that there is little comfort when we read a few 
sentences later "The importance of these inventions [printing 
and paper making] is that they greatly reduced the cost of books, 
and the importance of the computer in the long run is that it 
greatly reduced the costs of symbol manipulation." After Marshall 
McLuhan's writings we can hardly be expected to be satisfied 
with such simplistic ideas, especially when they are presented 
with no further explanation. The equally uninformed two and a 
half pages of introductory historiographical remarks, and a con- 
cluding foray into the philosophical ("Perhaps there are thoughts 
that we cannot think! Certainly, there are sounds we cannot 
hear....") are unhelpful. yet such digressions take up much 
space in the paper which otherwise presents only a few facts and 
figures. Work in computer history, since the papers in this volume 
were published, has been given impetus by the Charles Babbage 
Institute and its Annals of the History of Computing. 
The last of the historical contributions is a moving depiction 
of the World War II immigrant mathematicians by a member of the 
grow, Peter D. Lax. In "The Bomb, Sputnik, Computers, and 
European Mathematicians," Professor Lax succeeds within a very 
brief space in characterizing each of the influences on mathematics 
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listed in his title. But more impressive are the bittersweet 
tales--such as of the "extremely distinguished mathematician of 
German origin" determined to master baseball--which characterized 
gratitude to the United States and assimilation to its culture. 
As the concluding paper, this seems a very suitable reminder of 
the European origins of American mathematics given in the first 
two contributions in this volume. 
Unfortunately this book has not been well edited. A few 
typographical errors and great inconsistencies of references to 
literature, even within a single paper (most notably Birkhoff's), 
call attention to the role of the editor and make us appreciate 
the difficulties involved. Perhaps editors in general do not 
get the credit due them when they succeed in making a smoothly 
consistent whole out of highly individual styles. Happily, there 
is an index to the entire volume, although the phrase, "the image 
of Gelfand and Michael Atiyah rolled into one," was indexed as 
Atiyah, Gelfand" and "Atiyah, Michael"--more oneness than was pro- 
bably intended by the author. 
A historian's concluding thought on this Bicentennial tri- 
bute is bound to coincide with that expressed by Judith Grabiner 
in her review (cited above) of the proceedings of the 1973 confe- 
rence, Men and Institutions in American Mathematics, "Ideally, 
the present volume should serve as a stepping stone to a more 
systematic detailed coverage of the development of American 
mathematics and the people and institutions that shaped it." 
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Vito Volterra (1860-1940) is best known to pure mathemati- 
cians for his contributions to the early development of functional 
analysis. The concept of functional (fonction de lignes) first 
appeared in a paper of his in 1887, and its theory was rapidly 
built up by Volterra and his pupils. 
The present biography contains an excellent outline of his 
life and work and draws attention to many aspects of his acti- 
vities. In the following we mention some of the points brought 
out by Polishchuk. 
Volterra was a pupil of Ulisse Uini at the University of Pisa; 
his example, now standard, of a bounded derivative that is not 
Riemann integrable settled a question raised by Dini. Volterra 
then turned to the differential equations of mathematical physics: 
in a paper of 1883 on the application of complex analysis to mixed 
boundary problems, he gave, according to I. N. Vekua, the first 
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